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Abstract

Using the ”baby designer enterprise”, we work with the objective of learning
grounded Hindi symbols based on experience. The computational categories of
tight-fit and loose-fit emerge from the functional constraints of the problem as

abstractions. Eventually when the agent interacts with language systems, the labels
for these abstractions are learnt. In the experiments, the functional distinctions of
tight and loose fit are learnt in terms of the radii of the peg and the hole. Different
participants were asked to describe the interaction between the peg and the hole in

unconstrained Hindi, and the frequencies of words related to the concept were
determined. The results show that ”tight” and ”loose” emerge as labels for the tight
and loose-fit concept. The native words for Hindi like ”t\g” and ”ksA” are not so

frequently used showing the influence of English on Hindi.

1 Previous Work

The baby designer model learns patterns in an apprenticeship situation. When pre-
sented with a set of functional constraints and variable set governing them, it explores
the design space, using domain-general learning algorithms to discover patterns in
the better performing designs. These patterns get transformed to chunks in case they
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occur frequently. In this process, knowledge of language and labels for such concepts
and patterns is not required. On exposure to language, these implicit associations
get transformed to rules in the symbolic space, thus incorporating labels.

Figure 1: Baby Designer Model (Image taken from [2])

This was shown by Mukherjee and Dabbereu in the paper ”Using Symbol Emer-
gence to Discover Multi-Lingual Translations in Design” [4]. They focused on the
situation where the image schema is ontologically prior to the label, i.e., the schema
is available before its label is known.

Using English and Telugu, they showed that it is easy to learn linguistic labels for
concepts, even when there is not much exposure to the language and the grammar.

2 Associating Labels

The association of a word wi with a concept Cj can be measured using conditional
Bayesian probability. But the direction of such an association is ambiguous. But
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Figure 2: Peg-in-hole Assembly (Image taken from [2])

since only two concepts (tight and loose-fit) are involved,
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The number of instances of CL and CT are almost the same in the set, so the
direction of association had very less influence on the results.

For strongest association with CT , compute maxi
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is to be maximized to find the strongest association with CL.

Let nt and nl be the total number of words in each narrative and the frequency
with which the a word wi occurs be kt and kl respectively, then the conditional prob-
abolity p(w/Ct) is kt/nt. Similarly the conditional probability is calculated for CL.
The ratios are the computed, on which the results have been sorted.

3 Experiment I: STATE

This experiment focused at collecting spoken Hindi data in situations when the peg
is already inserted in the hole. The pre-assembled setup was kept on a table and the
participants were asked not to lift the assembly from the table.
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3.1 Apparatus

A wooden block with 5 Holes (A (tapering), B, C, D, E) and 5 aluminium/steel pegs
(1,2,3,4,5) of diameters (9mm, 12.25mm, 15.75mm, 19mm, 25mm).
Loose-fit situations A:1, C:5, D:3
Tight-fit situations A:2, B:4, E:3

3.2 Participants

12 IIT Kanpur students, all male, of ages 18-24, participated in the experiment.
Apart from this, 8 IITK mess workers from Hall-3 also took part in generating nar-
ratives. Level of fluency and competance varied across the group, but not greatly.
The sentence structures were retained, even if they were grammatically incorrect, as
they were spoken.

Each participant was provided with the following instruction:
”yh ek C�d h{ aOr yh ek p{g h{। yh p{g phl� s� is C�d m�\ XAlF h� I h{।
aApko in dono\ k� bFc ho rh� s\pk kA vZn krnA h{। yh @yAn rEKy� Ek yh
NlA�k is V�bl s� uW� nhF\ aOr EjtnA ho sk� Eh�dF k� alvA EksF aOr BAqA kA
þyog nA kEry�।”

There was no reference to tight or loose fit and the participants were asked to
report various aspects of the interaction which they found important. The pegs were
inserted in the holes and placed on the table and the participant were asked to not
to lift the block from the table, so that they could experience the assembly rather
than focussing on the insertion process. Loose and tight assemblies were provided to
the participants alternatively.

4 Experiment II: ACTION

This experiment focused at collecting spoken Hindi data in situations where the par-
ticipant is asked to actively insert the peg in the hole. There was no restriction as
in the previous experiment.
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Figure 3: State Profiled Tight Corpus

Figure 4: State Profiled Loose Corpus

4.1 Apparatus

A wooden block with 5 Holes (A (tapering), B, C, D, E) and 5 aluminium/steel pegs
(1,2,3,4,5) of diameters (9mm, 12.25mm, 15.75mm, 19mm, 25mm).
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Loose-fit situations A:1, C:5, D:3
Tight-fit situations A:2, B:4, E:3

4.2 Participants

12 IIT Kanpur students, all male, of ages 18-24, participated in the experiment.
Apart from this, 8 IITK mess workers from Hall-3 also took part in generating nar-
ratives. Level of fluency and competance varied across the group, but not greatly.
The sentence structures were retained, even if they were grammatically incorrect, as
they were spoken.

Each participant was provided with the following instruction:
”yh ek C�d h{ aOr yh ek p{g h{। aApko yh p{g is C�d m�\ XAlnF h{ aOr in
dono\ k� bFc ho rh� s\pk kA vZn krnA h{। EjtnA ho sk� Eh�dF k� alvA EksF
aOr BAqA kA þyog nA kEry�।”

As in the previous experiment, the tight and the loose fit situations were pre-
sented alternatively, and there was no reference to the tight and loose fit. There
was no restriction as in the previous experiemnt and the particiants were asked to
describe their experience of the interaction between the peg and the hole while the
peg was actively inserted in the hole.

5 Results

The spoken English data which was collected was transcribed and categorized into
tight-fit (E:3), (A:2), (B:4) and loose-fit situations (D:3), (A:1), (C:5). The frequency
of each word in the corpus was then calculated. Many words from one text didn’t
appear in the second, so the words which have a high frequency in either corpus were
focussed upon.

The results have been compiled in 3, 4, 5, 6.
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Figure 5: Action Profiled Tight Corpus

Figure 6: Action Profiled Loose Corpus
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6 Discussion

It is demonstrated by the experiments that the linguistic labels for image schemas,
like loose and tight-fit concepts in this case, can be learnt without much prior knowl-
edge of either domain or language.
Words like ”tight” and ”loose” are readily associated with the [tight] and [loose] fits
respectively, based on uninformed word associations from the Hindi language. Thus
these words have top associations with the respective concepts.
Unlike shown by Mukerjee et.al.[] for Telugu language, Hindi is richly inflected, it has
incorporated many foriegn words into the language with time. The can be seen from
the fact that the Hindi native correspondences for ”tight”, viz., ”t\g” and ”ksA”
were used only occasionally by the participants even after they were specifically told
to adhere to Hindi in their narrations. The Hindi native for ”loose”, viz., ”YFlA”
had some comparable conditional probability as compared to the native for ”tight”.
This was the same with the Hindi speaking population which had very less contact
with English language.

7 Conclusion

The results show that linguistic labels can be learnt even after little exposure to
the linguistic mapping. This is independent of the knowledge of the grammar or
the language. The emergence of certain labels agree with Saussure’s view [3] that
symbols are a bipolar entity in which the label is coupled with an image schema.
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